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Cover: The Interactive Chromatin Modeling (ICM) web server allows users to investigate relationships between
nucleosome positioning, DNA sequence properties, and the structure of chromatin. The six positioned nucleosomes of
the mouse mammary tumor virus promoter, MMTV, yield a rather extended structure (insert). In this case the
nucleosomes are well separated. Local minima in a sequence based intra-nucleosome stability landscape (black line)
properly predict positioning. For condensed chromatin (main image) intra-nucleosome stability yields to inter-
nucleosome interactions. Not all nucleosomes can occupy local minima on ﬁve repeats of the MMTV. Some linkers
contain bent DNA resulting in bent chromatin.
For further information see the article by Stolz and Bishop, Nucleic Acids Res., 2010, 38, W254–W261.